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GMWEA SEEMS QUIET — BUT KEEPS BUSY!
There’s no question that the COVID-19 pandemic has hit GMWEA hard. Like NEWWA, NEWEA, VRWA, and
other regional water quality nonprofits, GMWEA had to cancel its normal event programming, including
our Spring Meeting, George Dow Golf Tournament, and Fall Tradeshow. Two eight-week wastewater
operator training classes and our stormwater manual training also got the ax earlier in the year.
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But appearances can be deceiving. GMWEA’s monitoring of
policy developments, and advocacy for sensible water quality
policy, kept on apace. In the last few months, GMWEA has
weighed in (along with Vermont Rural Water Association) on a
number of issues, under discussion at the Statehouse, that
directly affect municipalities and water/wastewater operators
(see page 3). And, well aware that canceling trainings really
impacted operators who are required by hiring letters to obtain
certification, we asked our instructors to adapt their classes to
virtual modes for remote delivery.
TRAININGS CONTINUE—VIRTUALLY

The Basic Wastewater Operations course, taught by Wayne Graham (right),
wastewater specialist at VRWA, ran for eight weeks, starting in mid-July. In the
past, we labeled it “the SAC course” – shorthand for the curriculum and
textbook used by the State U. of California, Sacramento – but Wayne now uses
the Water Environment Federation’s “Wastewater Treatment Fundamentals I:
Liquid Treatment” text as a base. It is intended to prepare operators for the
first three levels of certification exams.
In two, three-hour Zoom sessions per week for eight weeks, Wayne
was joined in presentation by Elizabeth Walker, Andy Fish, Dave
Didomenico, and pump expert John Benham. Wayne expressed
satisfaction with the course: “We had really good feedback. . . A
couple of times, we had poor connections via Zoom, but not too
bad. . . It was actually easier for me and the students, not having to
leave their plants.” Seventeen operators completed the course,
which GMWEA will offer again this winter.
The course wrapped up in mid-September and received its usual excellent evaluations from students.
Many commented that, while they would still prefer in-person classes, they were surprised at how well the
virtual format worked.
(Continued on page 2)
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The Stormwater Management Manual Training, by
Andres Torizzo (right) of Watershed Consulting and
Dave Marshall of Civil Engineering Associates, also
took the remote presentation route. Instead of one
long day in the classroom, they offered it as two,
four-hour Zoom sessions on September 23 and 24.
An indication that stormwater management is an
issue of emerging concern, an over-capacity
“crowd” of 38 took to their computers.
Andres felt it went smoothly. “We wanted to try
and make it as interactive as possible. We encouraged folks to use the chat bar, and as questions came in, we sometimes responded
immediately or saved the questions for pre-scheduled Q &A breaks we had integrated into the presentation. Then we had some dialogue back and forth, which
worked well.”
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Winn Wilson, the Vermont
DEC operation and construction permit reviewer, attended both sessions. Andres
says his presence provided a
valuable addition to the
presentation because he was
able to answer some emerging regulatory questions on
the fly.
The session included a virtual
“hands on” exercise in which
Above: a representative slide from the presentation the group was presented
with a fictitious development
site, complete with land use numbers, soil data sheets, and site maps. Attendees
were expected to complete various permitting worksheets on their own; instructors
and students then reviewed the proper answers on the worksheets.
GMWEA’s Continuing Education Committee is planning another Stormwater Manual
training for 2021 – if you’re interested, keep in touch with GMWEA through e-mail
and our website! We look forward to in-person trainings as soon as they’re feasible, but if you haven’t yet taken a remote training, try one! They seem to be working well — and are likely to become a standard training format.

TRAININGS NOTE: GMWEA will offer three online, virtual
trainings on November 5, 2020! For details, see Page 11 of
this newsletter – and be sure to register ASAP!
(Continued on Page 3)
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GMWEA KEEPS BUSY! continued from page 2
GMWEA’S POLICY MONITORING AND ADVOCACY ROLL ON
GMWEA’s policy monitoring and advisory work is not as visible as our conferences and trainings, but our Government Affairs Committee (GAC) is our biggest committee and one of our most active. With 35 members – career
stormwater, drinking water, and wastewater professionals, DPW administrators, scientists and engineers from every part of Vermont – the GAC brings a vast pool of expertise to its job.
Its goal is to bring the boots-on-the-ground perspective to policy makers — and vice-versa. What is realistically
workable? What’s affordable? How do policies affect municipalities, rate payers, and operators? What developments in the Legislature or DEC will affect our water/wastewater systems and those who operate them?
When the Vt. DEC or the legislature takes up a regulatory or
policy issue, the GAC — co-chaired by Amy Macrellis (left)
and Bob Fischer (right) — keeps a close eye on it. The group
then formulates policy positions and advises policy-makers.
We’re fortunate to collaborate closely with Vermont Rural
Water Association (VRWA) to advocate for Vermont’s municipal water and wastewater systems.

GMWEA and VRWA often co-author letters to legislators and
regulators. (Major thanks are due Liz Royer, executive director of VRWA!) Recent advisories include:
•

GMWEA and VRWA authored a joint letter to the
House Committee on Commerce and Economic
Development advocating FOR including water and
wastewater workers in the Front-Line Employees
Hazard Pay Grant Program (S. 353). The rationale:
Our members are essential workers who operate
critical infrastructure that’s the very foundation of
public health. Plus, RNA from the SARS-CoV-2 virus
is known to survive in human feces, possibly
creating hazards to wastewater operators.

•

In a joint letter to the House Committee on General,
Housing, and Military Affairs, VRWA and GMWEA
advocated AGAINST requiring water/wastewater
systems mapping and universal public access to
maps as part of a municipal planning requirement
(S. 237). Why? First, many Vermont towns, cities,
fire districts, and co-operatives don’t have maps,
either because the maps are so old they’re unreadable or unreliable, or were destroyed in events such
as Tropical Storm Irene; creating new maps would
entail huge expense that towns can’t afford. Second, easy public access to maps of this critical infrastructure would make facilities, pipes, and service
areas easy targets for a variety of terrorist attacks.

(Continued on Page 4)
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GMWEA’S POLICY MONITORING & ADVOCACY, continued from Page 3
•

GMWEA also commented upon ACT 21, which required towns to sample for per- and poly-fluoroalkyl compounds (PFAS). While sharing concern about these contaminants, GMWEA reminded regulators that the cost of
hydrogeologic evaluations is beyond what most Vermont towns can afford. GMWEA recommends that 1) the
state provide funding and technical assistance for evaluations, and 2) the state should consider less-costly, alternate methods for determining whether and where comprehensive testing is most needed.

Quarterly ANR—GMWEA Meetings: Another reason to be proud to be a Vermonter. For the last few years,
GMWEA’s Government Affairs Committee has met every three months with the Agency of Natural Resources secretary, Dept. of Environmental Conservation commissioner, and water/wastewater division staff, to exchange information and opinions on a wide variety of water quality-related issues. Before COVID-19, some 30 people from the
ANR/DEC and GMWEA convened quarterly at the ANR Montpelier headquarters. When in-person meetings became too risky, we moved to a Zoom conference format.
The Sept. 11 meeting covered a wide range of topics: the new Stormwater General Permit 3-9050, staff changes at
the Wastewater Division, Lake Champlain TMDL permits, news from the Pretreatment Program, PFAS testing requirements, Indirect Discharge Rule, S. 237, updates from the Water Investment Division, and more. This frank and
transparent exchange between regulators and the regulated community has proven so beneficial that other states
are now following our example. We sincerely appreciate Sec. Julie Moore and all the staff at the Agency for their
time and their devotion to our common goal of keeping Vermont’s water clean and its people healthy!
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
It’s amazing to think that our 2020 winter edition of The GMWEA News led off with
the headline “A Banner Year for GMWEA!” We’d had a terrific year in 2019, with a
packed events calendar, more diverse programming, the largest Water Quality Day
observance ever, more trainings, and improved services to members. Yet only 11
months later we’re coming off possibly the toughest year in GMWEA’s 27-year
history. COVID-19 did its best to shut us down.
By March, we faced reality: we had to cancel our three biggest events, Spring
Meeting, the George Dow Golf Tournament, and the Fall Tradeshow, along with our
whole calendar of wastewater operation courses and stormwater manual trainings.
Facing severe financial shortfalls, we even cut back on staff time.
But, as Gen. Anthony McAuliffe (commander of the 101st Airborne Division during the
Battle of the Bulge in WWII), wrote in response to the German surrender ultimatum,
we and our members answered, essentially, “Nuts!”
Our board, staff, committee members, and instructors rallied. Our presenters adapted their programs and we
were able to offer our eight-week Basic Wastewater Management Course by virtual means in July and August. The
online Stormwater Manual Training of Sept. 23 and 24 had 38 attendees and got great evaluations.

Our Continuing Education Committee (CEC), under the leadership of its new chair, Ashliegh Belrose, did a magnificent job of developing these classes and has arranged a “mini-conference” of three online, accredited trainings,
scheduled for November 5 (see Page 11). It’s only $25 for any one session or all three! The CEC is now working on
an ambitious online training schedule for winter and spring.
COVID-19 didn’t delay our spring, summer, or fall editions of The GMWEA News, chock-full of sector news and important perspectives on the industry, or the publication of the final two editions of our U.S. EPA-funded “Don’t
Flush It!” brochures — we sent 10,000 printed copies, free, to participating towns! (You can find all editions of The
GMWEA News and all four “Don’t Flush It!” brochures on our website, www.gmwea.org.)
Speaking of websites, we completely rebuilt the website in this period, making it more accessible for cellphone or
iPad users. And then there’s the terrific work of our Government Affairs Committee, which developed position
papers on many important policy and regulatory developments, protecting the interests of Vermont municipalities
and the individual water quality workers in our membership.
Not to brag. My point is that GMWEA is still in there, every day, working to support water quality professionals
and water quality infrastructure, protect the environment, inform the public, and advocate for sensible policy.
As we inch back to full-speed-ahead mode, there’s something I’d like to request of our individual and corporate
members. GMWEA presents its programming on a financial shoestring, and it depends upon the engagement of
its 450 members. To vaguely paraphrase John F. Kennedy, who said, “Ask not what your country can do for you . .
.”, I suggest that our members – individuals, municipalities, and companies -- can now step up and help GMWEA.
How? It’s easy! Membership renewal for 2021 is coming up. Please renew early, and please spread the word to
others who may not yet be members, such as new hires at your facility. Your $45 annual membership dues help us
keep up our good work on your behalf. Just as important, adding your name to our member rolls improves our
clout in advocating for sensible policy and reminding the public about the importance of our water quality infrastructure and professional community.
Mike Barsotti
President
GMWEA
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Check Your Knowledge
Sample questions from AWWA Operator Certification Study Guide – 5th edition and AWWA
Wastewater Operator Certification Study Guide – 1st edition. BLACK = wastewater; BLUE = drinking water.

1. Surface loading and detention time in a clarifier are directly related to
a. the amount of settleable solids
b. size of the sludge hopper
c. weir length
d. flow through the clarifier
2. Ponds used in series after a trickling filter are sometimes called
a. Polishing ponds
b. oxidation ponds
c. secondary treatment ponds
d. tertiary treatment ponds
3. Microorganisms that are methane fermenters will only produce in the pH range of
a. 5.8 to 6.5
b. 6.1 to 7.0
c. 6.6 to 7.6
d. 6.8 to 8.3
4. During normal flows, grit should be removed from the grit channel
a. every 6 hours
b. every 8 hours
c. every 12 hours
d. on a daily basis
5. Which two plant effluent factors indicate a trickling
filter plant is working properly?
a. suspended solids and BOD
b. dissolved solids and DO
c. DO and BOD
d. total solids and DO
6. What is the optimal pH range for the removal of
particulate matter, when using alum as a coagulant?
a. 4.5 to 5.7
b. 5.8 to 6.5
c. 6.5 to 7.2
d. 7.3 to 8.1
7. In solid-contact basins with fairly constant water
quality parameters, how often should the solids
concentration be determined?
a. At least once a week
b. At least every other day
c. At least once per month
d. At least twice per day
(Continued on page 7)
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8. Which is the best solution if iron bacteria are causing corrosion problems in the filters?
a. Protect the metal parts of the filters by adding zinc orthophosphate
b. Optimize the settling process
c. Superchlorinate
d. Add lime at 50 mg/L to one filter at a time
9. Which algal genera are most likely to cause taste and odor problems when abundant in the water:
a. Volvox
b. Chlorella
c. Oocystis
d. Spirogyra
10. Which type of aerator is much more efficient in removing dissolved gases and
for oxidizing iron and manganese?
a. Packed tower
b. Slat-and-coke-tray aerator
c. Cascade aerator
d. Draft aerator

Answers:
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$16 Million & Change: An Interview with Chris Cox
Chris Cox, chief operator at Montpelier’s wastewater treatment plant, has had
an “interesting” couple of years. Taking charge of a two million-gallons-perday wastewater facility, becoming a first-time father, taking on a $16-million,
multi-year plant upgrade was a pretty good start. COVID-19 was the cherry on
top.
Chris is a former GMWEA board member and winner of GMWEA’s Young
Professional award and NEWEA’s Peloquin award for wastewater operator of
the year. As GMWEA president Mike Barsotti once put it, he stands “six-foot
eighteen,” the biggest guy in any group photo. He’s also a dedicated
environmentalist who has been managing an astonishing range of personal
and professional changes with exemplary cool.
We wanted to catch up with him for this edition of The GMWEA News.
Q: Tell us a bit about the scope of the upgrades at Montpelier WRRF.
CC: Phase 1 of Montpelier’s “Organics to Energy” project started in May of 2019, with a total project cost of $16.75
million. The main focus of the project is to enhance anaerobic digestion, improve solids handling, and replace aging
infrastructure. Among the major tasks to be completed was the installation of the new dewatering and thickening
equipment (BDP), new septage receiving station (Envirocare), grit removal system (Huber), and the cleaning of all
three anaerobic digesters. Phase 2 of the project, if approved by City Council, will include gas conditioning equipment
and cogeneration capacity.
Q: The original plan called for completing work “in about two
years.” Then COVID came along. How did COVID-19 affect work
progress?
CC: The pandemic did not affect work progress. The Montpelier
WRRF is critical infrastructure, so contractors were able to
continue working. The project is still on schedule and the
completion date remains 2/11/21.
Q: You’re still a fairly “young operator,” and you have a lot on
your plate personally and professionally. What have you
learned? Do you have advice for operators facing significant
disruptions at their facilities?
CC: In my opinion, the best way any operator can protect against
“significant disruptions” at his/her facility is cross-training
operators and good asset management. There are four full-time
operators at the Montpelier WRRF and we all have personal
lives, so we all need to be able to cover for one another with
little or no warning. This is only accomplished if we’re crosstrained.

Left: Livin’ with it: removing the old #2 digester floating cover

(Continued on page 9)
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An Interview With Chris Cox, continued
If the lab operator calls in sick and today we need to run
BOD, TSS and TP on the effluent composite sample, one of
the other operators is able to fill his position seamlessly. Cross-training operators takes a lot of time and the
willingness of all to be both teachers and students. Also,
it requires very good communication. For example, an
operational change in the lab today needs to be communicated to all the operators as soon as possible for the benefits of cross-training to work.
Good asset management is invaluable because it
extends the life of equipment, allows you to do preventative maintenance instead of reactive maintenance, and
frees up time in the long run for other important tasks,
such as cross-training. In Montpelier, we have been using
asset management software for the last 10 years. It allows us to easily build a maintenance schedule for each
piece of equipment. Each day, work orders are created
for the operators to complete from the maintenance
schedules. I highly recommend all operators to consider Above: the new Ovivo dual membrane digester cover
using asset management software for their facility.

(Continued on page 10)
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An Interview with Chris Cox, continued from Page 9
Q: The upgrades will result in significant increases
in methane output. What’s the current thinking
on methane volume, modes of use, and financial
impact?
CC: Cogeneration turned out to be the only costeffective way to use the methane. Selling
electricity to the grid was the only cash positive
option we found. We did look at selling methane
to a natural gas supplier down the road and
purchasing a dryer to reduce disposal costs, but
both options were cash negative. If the Phase 2
project is approved by City Council, we will be
installing gas conditioning and cogeneration
equipment (a 400 kW engine-generator).

Right: newly-installed BDP screw presses and
rotary drum thickeners at Montpelier WRRF.
Q: Has your facility – staffing, operations, hygiene
procedures -- been affected by COVID-19? And
are you planning to participate in COVID
wastewater surveillance testing?
CC: We were most certainly affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. Changes to staff rotations and hygiene
practices were being changed/updated weekly as we
learned more and more about the disease and how it
spreads. The operators were asked to make drastic
changes in their normal work schedules. Operators
were split into teams and initially asked to work longer
shifts when on site. Eventually, the operators chose to
go on partial furlough to stop needlessly long shifts, to
keep themselves healthy and safe at home, and to help
reduce the financial deficit the City was projecting
because of COVID-related revenue losses. I am very
proud of how the operators responded, and I am
thankful to say we haven’t lost any staff due to illness.
Yes, we are planning to participate in COVID
wastewater surveillance testing.
Just a thought for operators: The seasonal
flows and waste characterizations we are accustomed
to having undoubtedly changed due to COVID-19, and
as operators we need to adjust how we operate our
facilities to account for those changes. The operational
changes needed might be small, but it could help your
facilities overall energy efficiency by better optimizing
your facility’s process.
Editor: Thank you for your time, Chris!
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GET SMART — JOIN GMWEA’S VIRTUAL SEMINARS!
Join us on Thursday, Nov. 5 for three, 1-hour technical sessions
relevant to anyone working in the water quality industry!
They’ll be presented by outstanding instructors via Zoom, and attendees in both
wastewater and water will receive 1THC for each training. Enrollment is limited, so
register soon. Sign up for one, or for all three for only $25!
• 8:30 a.m.: Welcome and introductions with GMWEA’s board of directors
• 9:00 a.m.: INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE, presented by Shawn Barth, industrial
hygiene and occupational safety expert with Vermont’s Work SAFE. Credits:
1 Water TCH, 1 Wastewater TCH.
• 10:15 a.m.: TECHNOLOGY IN THE WATERWORKS INDUSTRY, presented by
Nicholas Bates, geographic information systems specialist for E.J. Prescott.
Credits: 1 Water TCH, 1 Wastewater TCH.
• 11:30 a.m.: eDMR TRAINING & TIPS, presented by Mari Cato and Jill Draper, both of Vermont DEC. Credits: 1
Wastewater TCH.

For more info and to enroll and pay online, go to www.gmwea.org. Or, contact Lisa Goodell,
(802) 262-1958 or lisa.goodell@gmea.org.
Cost: $25 for GMWEA members. Not a GMWEA member? Pay $70 for the courses AND get
GMWEA membership for the rest of 2020 and all of 2021!
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